Thin sectioned cells of Erwinia amylovora revealed two electron-dense layers in their walls when fixed at 24 to 27 C and three when fixed at 4 C.
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Electron microscopy of sectioned gram-negative bacteria has generally revealed a thin cell wall in which two electron-dense layers (so-called double-track configuration) are separated by a transparent one, and all of these are separated by a space from the cytoplasmic membrane (1, 2). Martin (3) diagrammed the cell wall structure of a gram-negative bacterium as follows: three electron-dense layers, lipoprotein, protein granula, and mucopolymer from outermost to innermost, respectively. These were separated by electronlucid lipopolysaccharide-and protein-containing layers. Murray et al. (4) agreed with this representation in general and demonstrated the presence of three dense layers in the cell walls of Escherichia coli. They reported, however, that most of their preparations showed only the usual double-track arrangement. In this paper, we show that three electron-dense layers in the cell wall of a phytopathogenic gram-negative bacterium can be observed consistently by utilizing a cold fixation procedure.
Normal rod-shaped cells of Erwinia amylovora were prepared for sectioning by the method of Huang and Goodman (1); however, some bacteria were fixed at 4 C in addition to the previously reported room temperature (24 to 27 C) fixation. Thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate (not done in our initial study) for 30 min followed by lead citrate for 15 min at 24 to 27 C.
The cells fixed at 24 to 27 C ( Fig. 1 ) and 4 C (Fig. 2) have similar structures in their nuclear areas, cytoplasms, mesosomes, and cytoplasmic membranes. The walls of the cells fixed at 24 to 27 C (Fig. 1) reveal the usual double-track structure, two electron-dense layers each approximately 8 to 9 nm in width separated by a 2.5-nm transparent region. On the other hand, the cells fixed in the cold (Fig. 2) with three electron-dense layers, 3 to 3.5 nm each in thickness, separated by two 2.5-nm transparent layers.
The staining procedure used for all sectioned materials was identical. Hence, it would appear that the differences detected in the cell wall layering are due to differences in fixation temperature. An explanation for this may be that the two inner dense layers and their separating transparent layer are protein-or peptide-containing (3) and hence are more reactive with OsO, at 24 to 27 C than at 4 C. This would tend to clog the innermost of the two electron-transparent spaces of the wall and result in the formation of a double-track structure. The thickness of the inner layer of the double track approximates the total thickness of the individual layers involved in its formation. The thickness of the outer dense layer may also increase as result of accumulation of osmium at the cell surface. However, the outer 2.5-nm transparent layer maintains its integrity since it is lipopolysaccharidal and less likely to react with OSO4. This dimension corresponds to the thickness of the electron-transparent layer of the double-track configuration.
Our results tend to support the observations of Murray et al. (4), wherein two and three dense layers in the cell walls were detected. However, they suggested that the uptake of heavy metals between the two innermost dense layers during staining accounted for the formation of the double-track structure in the cell walls of E. coli. We suggest that the differences in the cell wall layering noted in E. amylovora may be due to a variation in fixation temperature which regulates the reactivity of wall protein or peptide with OSO4.
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